
In these modern times in which we fi nd 
ourselves, many companies’ research and 
development departments constantly 
scratch their heads whilst musing on how 

they’re going to make their products even 
better. LP’s reputation for top quality 
percussive innovation is well charted, but this 
time they’ve gone right back to ‘brass tacks’ 
and re-examined one of the most 
fundamental aspects. For as long as most of 
us can remember, the only real option for the 
tuning of congas has meant tweaking the 
tones with a spanner underneath the tuning 
bolts. LP has now fl ipped the whole process 
around with their revolutionary Top-Tuning 
Classic congas.

Build
LP’s hugely successful Classic series congas 
were actually the fi rst that the company 
produced, but these feature a different slant 
on the original Classics. They’re stave-
constructed from substantial Siam Oakwood 
and fi nished internally like regular modern 
Classics, but when tuning them you now go in 
from the top. The drums stand 30" tall with 

signifi cantly broader ‘bellies’ than a lot of 
other models, and this is particularly 
noticeable on the Tumba. The upper internal 
portion of each drum is reinforced with 
fi breglass for added strength, but make no 
mistake, these are heavy drums! The beautiful 
Oakwood fi nish is nicely complemented with 
all-chrome hardware and this includes the 
new tuning system. The extended collar hoops 
sport a series of self-levelling tuning screws 
that sit in v-shaped ‘ears’ attached underneath 
the hoop and the hex-head screws are 
tightened from the top into self-aligning 
‘fl oating’ threaded inserts. As you tighten each 
screw there is a direct ‘straight line’ pull 
downwards resulting in lovely, even tuning.

Hands On
You can tune these drums easily and in record 
time with the included fold-out hex key (or any 
similar, widely-available implement) and the 
combination of superlative shell, low mass 
hoop and top-notch natural rawhide head is a 
winning formula. The tuning ‘ears’ are low 
enough that they don’t get in the way of your 
strokes and an impressive tuning range is 

PRICES
11" quinto, £398
11¾" conga, £422
12½" tumba, £422

SHELLS
Siam Oak

FINISH
High-Gloss Natural Oak

CONSTRUCTION
Stave method/ fibre-
glass reinforcement

HEADS
Hand-picked natural 
rawhide

LUGS PER DRUM
Quinto: five lugs; 
conga: six lugs; 
tumba: six lugs

CONTACT
Fender UK,
Robert Denholm 
House, 
Nutfield, 
Surrey,
RH1 4HW
Tel: 01342 331700
Website: www.fender.
co.uk/www.lpmusic.
com

ESSENTIAL SPEC 

possible with each drum in the range. The 
Oakwood provides a super warmth to all 
tones, with the tumba singing out at even 
the lowest tunings and the mid and high 
ranges complementing the tonal range 
beautifully. You can crank the tunings higher 
than you might expect without fear and the 
downward pull on each screw is secure and 
somewhat reassuring.

Verdict
With so many congas already currently on the 
market, available with a myriad of different 
materials and construction methods (not to 
mention virtually any kind of fi nish you could 
possibly want), you get a sense that there’s 
possibly enough choice already out there. LP 
now offers the player a further practical 
option with these new ‘top-tuners’. If you play 
your set on stands or need to tune up your set 
in super-quick time and demand sounds and 
playability of the highest order, then frankly 
these Top-Tuning Classics seem to make 
perfect sense! 

Rating ✪✪✪✪✪
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LP CLASSIC TOP-TUNING CONGAS
From £398 Tuning-wise, LP has turned the traditional conga on its head, fi nds Charlie Price

CONGAS ARE 
stave-constructed from 

substantial Siam Oakwood 

EXTENDED COLLAR 
hoops sport a series of 

self-levelling tuning screws

EXCLUSIVE

RECOMMENDS
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